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Valorant Points (VP) are the remarkable cash for Valorant, Riot Games' not kidding 
shooter. VP is gotten through getting it through the in-game store. This infers that players 
need to purchase VP to get their #1 skins. 

Since these should be obtained by paying with real money, players will as a rule be explicit 
with what skins they purchase. 

Regardless, there are ways to deal with get Valorant Points without experiencing any cash 
and it's a trick that profits to Riot's League of Legends. 

Long haul League of Legends players will understand that Riot Games has given players a 
restricted amount of RP for nothing to purchase skins. The solitary thing Riot demands 
therefore is a direct drawing in related to the game. 

Along these lines, using this system, Valorant players can similarly introduce their drawings 
about the game or any of its agents to get free VP. To do all things considered, you ought 
to follow the going with progresses: 

Open a ticket on the Valorant maintain page. 

Pick "Purchases and In-game Content" or "General" as the characterization. 

Attach your drawing and explain why you need those extra Valorant Points. 

Present the ticket and trust that Riot will respond. 

It should be seen that Riot Games simply agrees to store a constraint of 50 VP. So don't 
foresee getting an enormous number of points for event super-unmistakable drawing of your 
#1 trained professional. 

Moreover, don't weight if you're not particularly worthy at drawing Riot can by and large 
offer their part as a trade off for your work, and if you don't actually acknowledge that it you 
can see this social occasion made by Riot featuring part of the drawings that players have 
sent them in the past couple of years. 

Throughout ongoing days different Valorant players have discovered a way to deal with get 
free Valorant Points, the extraordinary cash used to open skins and the battle pass, from 
Riot Games, and here is the methods by which you can do it too. 

Heartbreakingly for fans hoping to open the most exorbitant skins totally for nothing, its 
totally unimaginable of doing that, yet if you wind up being a couple VP short of a thing you 
need in the store then you can get those VP free of charge, instead of buying another pack 
of VP. 

You ought to just contact Riot Games maintain and ask regarding whether your record can 
be credited with the VP you are missing. You can simply do this for restricted amounts of VP, 
commonly up to 50, and simply if you are short to buy a thing. If you are essentially 
searching free of charge VP for it you are presumably not going to succeed. 
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At any rate, at whatever point you have requested the proportion of VP you need from Riot 
Support they will hit you up to illuminate you with respect to whether it is possible to get 
free VP. If it is you will be given an endeavor, you need to make some exceptional show-
stopper set in the Valorant universe and send it to Riot Support. If they consider your 
craftsmanship sufficient, your record will be credited with the free VP in the accompanying 
very few days, and you will be allowed to buy the thing you have been looking for. 

This system is one that has been set up in League of Legends for a significant long time, 
with fans drawing some beautiful extraordinary, and some horrendous, craftsmanship to get 
some free RP to open the skin they need. It is inconceivable to see that the system has also 
progressed toward Valorant, and will in a perfect world guarantee that you as of now don't 
have wasted VP in your record as you are scarcely short of what you need to buy.




